
Chap3  Work & 
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➢ Work done by a constant force, straight-line motion:

• Formula: cosFsW =

J (1 J = 1 N·m)• SI unit:

• Work: Positive, Negative, or Zero

0,0cos,900  Wo 

0,0cos,90 === Wo 

0,0cos,18090  Woo 

➢ Work done by a varying force, straight-line motion:

➢ Total Work (or Net Work)

• Wtot = W1 + W2 + W3 + 

cosnettot = sFW•
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W (1 W = 1 J/s)SI unit:⚫

1. An electron moves in a straight line toward the east with a constant speed 

of 8×107 m/s. It has electric, magnetic, and gravitational forces acting on it. 

During a 1-m displacement, the total work done on the electron is 

(A) positive                            (B) negative                                (C) zero

(D) not enough information given to decide

2. A force of 150 N is required to keep an object sliding at a constant speed 

of 2 m/s across a rough floor. How much power is being expended to 

maintain this motion?

(A) 50 W                   (B) 300 W                   (C) 200 W                   (D) 400 W

F is constant or varying
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Kinetic Energy

Formula:⚫
2

2

1
mvK =

J (1 J = 1 kg·m2/s2 = 1 N·m)SI unit:⚫

Work-Energy Theorem

KKKW =−= 12tot
valid in general

An block of mass m is traveling at constant speed v in a circular path of 

radius r. How much work is done by the centripetal force during one half 

of a revolution?

(A) 𝝅𝒎𝒗𝟐 (B)   𝟐𝝅𝒎𝒗𝟐 (C)   0

(D)   𝟑𝝅𝒎𝒗𝟐𝒓 (E)   𝟐𝝅𝒎𝒗𝟐𝒓



An air-track glider of mass 0.1 kg is attached to the end of a horizontal air track 

by a spring with force constant 20.0 N/m. Initially the spring 

is unstretched and the glider is moving at 1.5 m/s to the right.

Find the maximum distance d that the glider moves to the

right if the air track is turned on, so that there is no friction.

Example: Motion with a varying force
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As the glider moves from x1 = 0 to x2 = d, the total work done on 

the glider is:
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mvK =The initial kinetic energy is: 

02 =KThe final kinetic energy is: 

According to the work-energy theorem,
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Potential Energy

➢ Gravitational Potential Energy: gravU mgy=
gravgrav UW −=

➢ Elastic Potential Energy: 2

2

1
kxUel = elel UW −=

➢ Conservative Force:

Because the gravitational force is conservative, 

the work it does is the same for all three paths.



Mechanical Energy

.constUKE =+= Only conservative forces do work

✓ Conservation of Mechanical Energy:

✓ If nonconservative forces are present,

12 KKWW connc −=+

21 UUUWcon −=−=
2211 UKWUK nc +=++

The figure shows two different friction-

less ramps. The height y1 and y2 are the

same for both ramps. If a block of mass

m is released from rest at the left-hand end of each ramp, which block arrives at 

the right-hand end with the greater speed?

(i) block I               (ii) block II               (iii) the speed is the same for both blocks

Test Your Understanding of this Section 



Your cousin Throckmorton skateboards from rest down a curved, frictionless 

ramp. If we treat Throcky and his skateboard as a particle, he moves through a 

quarter-circle with radius R = 3 m. Throcky and his skateboard have a total 

mass of 25 kg. (a) Find his speed at the bottom of the ramp. (b) Find the normal 

force that acts on him at the bottom of the curve.

Example: Speed at the bottom of a vertical circle

(a) The various energy quantities are

mgRUK grav == 1,1 ,0

0,
2
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22 == gravUmvK

From conservation of mechanical energy,

2,21,1 gravgrav UKUK +=+ gRv 22 = sm67.7=

(b) At point 2, the centripetal acceleration is toward the center of the circle and 

has magnitude: g
R

v
ac 2
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According to Newton’s second law,
cy mawnF =−= Ｎ7353 == mgn



Suppose that the ramp of previous Example is not frictionless, and that 

Throcky’s speed at the bottom is only 6.00 m/s, not the 7.67 m/s we found 

previously. What work was done on him by the friction force?

Example: A vertical circle with friction

The various energy quantities are

Ｊ735,0 1,1 === mgRUK grav

0,450
2
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22 === gravUmvK Ｊ

Friction force (nonconservative force) does work 

on Throcky from point 1 to point 2, and thus 

2,21,1 gravfgrav UKWUK +=++

1,12,2 gravgravf UKUKW −−+= Ｊ285−=

The friction force does negative work on Throcky as 

he descends, so the total mechanical energy decreases.


